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Lilium Santorini Hotel
 Paradise. Exclusively yours.
On the caldera of Santorini, where the rock curves were shaped by tears of joy dropping from the skies; rooms and suites kissed by the sun in a landscape forged by man and nature; nestled in one of the world’s most beautiful locations, we find the perfect accommodation for a genuine Santorini experience. Embraced by the eternal beauty of Santorini’s uniqueness is exactly what you will sense stepping into the infinity pool or savouring the tastes of the Lilium Hotel Restaurant. Just like a lilium bud blossoming when facing the sun every morning and spreading its beauty; this is exactly how you will feel once you enter your room or suite in Lilium Santorini Hotel! Lilium Santorini Hotel is an accommodation proposal with rooms and suites that overlook the sea, the volcano and the sunset of Santorini.  Many things to do but only one experience to live! If there is a place in Santorini that you can live it all then there is only thing we want to say: Welcome to the Lilium Santorini Hotel experience!











Choose your suite in paradise
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Standard Room with Caldera View
Size: 30 m2 | 3 guests | Balcony



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Pool level Room with Caldera View
Size: 30 m2 | Up to 3 guests | Balcony



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Suite with Caldera View
Size: 45 m2 | Up to 4 guests | Private balcony



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Superior Double Room with Caldera View & Hot Tub
Size: 25 m2 | 2 guests | Balcony with hot tub



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Honeymoon Suite with Hot Tub & Caldera View
Size: 40 m2 | Up to 4 guests | Balcony with hot tub



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Lilium Suite with Private Pool
Size: 35 m2 | 2 guests | Private balcony with private pool



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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Lilium Grand Suite
Size: 100 m2 | 2 guests | Terrace with private hot tub



BOOK THIS




 ROOM DETAILS
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PERFECT
HARMONY




LOCATION
Your balcony, the amazing view of the caldera.
Beyond paradise, an experience on top of the caldera.



Details
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 BOOK DIRECTLY WITH US


Take advantage of this limited time offer by booking directly through our website and receive a free arrival & departure transfer!
Minimum Stay: 1 Day
Offer Valid: Till November 10th 2024



BOOK NOW
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EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY SERVICES
Live the ultimate blue experience.



Details
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DISCOVER LILIUM RESTAURANT
Santorini’s flavours, Mediterranean cuisine and Spiritual Drinks.



Details
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View also: Lilium Homes
In a short distance from Lilium Hotel, we reach the spacious and private Lilium Homes property in the greater area of Fira. Click to discover the family-friendly Lilium Homes featuring private pools and hot tubs that aim to offer moments of privacy and summer bliss for your holidays in Santorini.



Visit LILIUM HOMES website




 






Share your moments with us:
#LILIUMSANTORINI
Discover our social media world.
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 SELECT ROOM OFFERS LOCATION GALLERY  CONTACT


EXPLORE THE LILIUM COLLECTION
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Lilium Santorini Hotel
Fira, Santorini 84700 Greece | Sitemap | Privacy Policy
Tel: +302286025333 | Fax: +302286025239 | Email: [email protected]
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WHY BOOK WITH US ?



Get Benefits
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Exclusive Offers
	Free Arrival/Departure Transfer when you Book Directly with us! 




Lilium Hotel Rating
	[image: alt] Booking: Exceptional! 9.5/10
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	[image: alt] TripAdvisor: Excellent!  4.5/5
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